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The project is a collaboration that takes place between two geographi-
cal locations, using the cloud as a communication channel, tool and ar-
chival form for the exhibition. New York and Berlin are both centers of 
global cultural production and significant platforms for local artistic ex-
perimentation. The participants come from a spectrum of disciplines in-
cluding Design and Technology, Communication Design, Interactive De-
sign, Fine Arts, Photography and Illustration. In June 2012, thirteen Par-
sons students travelled to Berlin to participate in a week-long workshop 
at the UdK. In November of 2012, a group of Berliner students from the 
Digital Media class travelled to New York to complete the project and in-
stall the first of several iterations. 
A second version of the exhibition will be downloaded from the cloud 
and take place in Berlin in January 2013. The content of the show will 
remain dynamic as the participants continue to upload new versions of 
their prototypes. Future iterations can then be downloaded at additional 
sites globally.
The project team would like to thank Sven Travis and Anne 
Gaines of the School of Art, Media and Technology for all their 
support on this project. We would also like to thank Angelika 
Theuss in the office of International Exchange at UdK/Berlin for 
her advice and guidance.

Follow the project at: cloud.parsons.edu

PrOTOTYPE: EXHIBITION IN THE CLOUD is an interdisciplinary col-
laboration between Parsons The New School for Design and the Berlin 
University of the Arts (UdK) which seeks to challenge and reinvent re-
ceived notions of prototyping, extending its design and industrial origin 
to encompass artistic imagination. 
Invoking the image of cloud computing, “prototype” here means a state 
of constant transformation and becoming. Like a cloud, it is amorphous 
and malleable, unstable and precarious. Instead of achieving a function-
alist goal-oriented objective, prototyping-in-the-cloud becomes a mech-
anism of repetition in difference; always self-renewing and regenerat-
ing, revealing its infinite potential though chance, adaptivity and ephem-
erality in materiality. To prototype therefore is to invent the unforesee-
able, to cast a shape that is at the same time formless. To prototype is 
to imagine the ineffable and to create polymorphic manifestations that 
are at once crystallized and fleeting. It is as much a way of cultural in-
tervention as a mode of formal exercise in which memories, histories, lo-
cations and relations are engendered, tested, reiterated and distributed 
— each a raw model of its own unique presence and by its own means. 
The exhibition adapts to the environment in which it is produced. With 
the cloud database serving as a structural platform for the project, each 
material extension of the exhibition becomes a prototype in and of itself, 
and as such, a tangible experience.



JESSICA POSNEr 
Fine Art 
Parsons

A PrototyPe for LoNg DiStANCe iNtimACy is a conceptual/
digital performance project initiated by Jessica Posner and Stephan Sunder-
Plassmann. in an effort to make space for intimacy in long distance, digital 
relationships, Posner and Sunder-Plassmann developed a system for altering 
and sharing one of the most personal and intimate of spaces: their computer 
desktops. for two days, their desktops became each others – each wallpaper-
ing the other's desktop with an image of their own. What developed was a 
complex layering and exchange of identities manifested through the sharing 
of what it is we do, see, and make all day every day within the frame of our 
computer screens. one one level, linked through a shared dropbox folder 
and an automater script, Posner and Sunder-Plassmann generated a shared 
visual diary of their daily lives. What could not have been anticipated was 
the deep sense of empathy and playfulness which rapidly evolved between 
two complete strangers. This project proposes the potential for generating 
spacial intimacy within our virtual worlds. it addresses the vulnerablity of
sharing your self, space, and mess with another; the realization that the only 
thing you can change is yourself;  and the acceptance of another person for 
who they are – mess, poetry, and all.

for this installation, Posner presents the collaged images of the digital/virtual 
exchange as physical wallpaper. A metaphor for relationships, the circum-
stances of the exchange overwhelm the physical body in “real” space. The 
wallpaper of our virtual desktop becomes the wallpaper of our lives. Posner 
also offers a video of a text being written and revised in “real time,” explor-
ing themes of intimacy across time and space.

A PrOTOTYPE FOr LONg DISTANCE INTIMACY 
Jessica Posner's artist translation of the Bridge collaboration 
by Jessica Posner & Stephan Sunder-Plassmann



ANgEr, ANXIETY, AMBITION, EMPATHY, 
CAMArADErIE: 
A Survey By The Psycho-Geographical Survey Group

Dedicated to analogue-based survey operations, The Psycho-geographical 
Survey group (PgSg) was established in 2012 to ensure a mutating and 
constantly variable re-evaluation and analysis of habitual influences of ur-
ban geography on the emotional state of the individual. PgSg has paired 
up with Parsons The New School and Universität der Künste Berlin to de-
velop a prototype survey for the mapping of subjective emotional psychol-
ogy as it is affected by the organized urban environment. 
We envision this collaboration to result in an equally adaptable digital format 
that will be available as a downloadable survey system for various urban locations.  

PgSg is historically rooted in the anti-scientific practices of the dérive, a 
term created by the Situationist theorist guy Debord. Debord defines the 

dérive as “a mode of experimental behavior linked to the conditions of ur-
ban society: a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiances.” for 
this survey PgSg brings together the method of Situationist navigation 
with data mapping to collect an overview of the emotional topography. The 
subject will take a 15 minute walk by following a set of instructions while 
marking every instance of a designated emotion. The instructions include 
actions that pertain to the environment of each city the survey is conducted. 
PgSg has focused on the geographic points of anger, anxiety, ambitious-
ness, empathy, and camaraderie, although we recognize that there are many 
other possible emotions while walking through a city. 
PgSg will publish layered culminations of maps collected for each emotion 
as a psychogeographical portrait of pedestrian spaces for each city.

CHrISTINE HOWArD SANDOvAL 
Fine Art 
Parsons  

HANNA SENDEr 
Communication Design 

Parsons



ArTIST POINTEr KATrIN WOLF 
Digital Media Design

UdK

ArtiSt PoiNter is critically questioning the role of the artist in a pro-
cess of exhibiting through digital manufacturing and distribution capabilities.
The Artist Pointer has a digital DNA, no matter if it becomes physical in 
an exhibition through 3D milling and printing. Therefore the work can be 
downloaded and exhibited everywhere and by everybody with internet ac-
cess and theoretically without the artist's involvement.

With the Artist Pointer project i am asking about the artist's visibility in 
digital manufactured work.
traditional art pieces are usually signed and the signature then is standing 
for the artist. in graffiti, the signature itself becomes the art work. The Art-
ist Pointer is a location sensitive replacement of the artist's signature as it 
will – where ever the exhibition is and i (the artist) am – always point at me.



ATTrACTINg COUNTrIES 
Eine ortsgebundene Datenskulptur

FELIX WOrSECK 
Digital Media Design 
UdK

The showpiece AttrACtiNg CoUNtrieS as part of the “exhibition 
in the cloud” is a static/localized data-sculpture dealing with the topic of 
migration.
 
The center represents the country where the exhibition takes place. it points 
out how it influences adjacent or more distant countries. The idea is to show 
from where and how many people immi grate to the center country.
in this data sculpture it is possible to ascertain a direc-
tion or angle of where the immigrants come from to the cen-
ter country. moreover it shows the relative numbers of travelers.  
The construction contains 100 threads attached to a Plexiglas ring. The end 
of each thread is connected to a needle that floats horizontally toward the 
center of the ring. They represent the relative count of immigrants and are 
attracted by a magnet, which is the exhibition country. each needle has a 
small but noticeable distance from the magnet, which represents the way 
the travelers have gone to get to their destination. A substructure increases 
the whole construction by a few centimeters this increase also the effect of 
the floating needles.



BE LIKE YOU

ELIzABETH CLArE 
Design + Technology
Parsons

CATALINA COrTAzAr 
Design + Technology
Parsons

The practice of prototyping is much the same to development of human char-
acter, through learned experience and feedback. As babies, we learn how to 
be through our parents, mimicking their behaviors, their actions, using them 
as the mold to what a person should be. Throughout the years, our models 
switch and take new form, but there are always people we use as gauges to 
which we internalize their traits and take them on as our own. We are in a 
content flux, forever revising how we should be, modifying ourselves. 

Be LiKe yoU explores the parallels between the design-practice, and the 
process to which we become our ideal self, through the process of mirroring, 
rapport, and human-feedback. The intention is explicit, so each user knows 
that the sculpture is learning from them, and could choose what feedback 
to give. Be Like you is constantly changing, morphing, and evolving in re-
sponse to the human interaction, learning new traits and characteristics.



of every exhibition, the visitor itself is the most unpredictable, interesting 
and complex variable. CoNStrUCt is a concept to unfold the behaviour 
of the people, their interaction and reaction on to previous actions to show 
a self generated common base of all individuals. Construct is to be under-
stood as as the theoretical term which is used for the explanation and defi-
nition of relations, is to be understood as the physical build object and also 
as the imperative that implies the direct demand to build. Just providing a 
starting point – one of three origins, chosen by the curator, construction 
material and an assignment, the visitors have to work on physical origins 
the curator has placed in the exhibition. it's the visitors decision, whether 
and in which way he wants to continue the form, if the object behaves more 
self contained and gets a very solid but introverted installation or behaves 
diametrically occupying through growing like a living creature.
When the constructs grew over time by itself, organically and self contained, 
determined by place and the sum of originators they are able to tell a story, 
to be read. each object by itselfs uniqueness.

CONSTrUCT

CONSTRUCT

1. 
GET A STICK

or as many you want.

2. 
TAKE SOME TAPE

at least two pieces per stick.

3. 
NOW CONSTRUCT!

tape each stick at two different points 
on to the structure and let it grow.

construct more!

STEPHAN SUNDEr-PLASSMANN 
Digital Media Design 

UdK



DATA’S CELEBrATOrY TAKEOFF

in 2012 Cloud Computing was awarded with the Big Brother 
Award, a negative-award “honoring” privacy infringing techno- 
logies, companies or even whole countries. The award nurtured the 
surveillance and privacy issue around the new technology. is our  
private data in the cloud not only saved but also safe? or is the  
cloud with its clear borders rather a foggy sky with no limits? All cloud data, 
stored at American cloud providers, must by law be shown to authorities 
on demand at all time! exhibition in the Cloud suddenly sounds different.
 With DAtA'S CeLeBrAtory tAKeoff people are invited 
to leave private messages in the exhibition. Visitors can pick up helium bal-
loons with a little sheet attached to it, fill it with thoughts, drawings, com-
ments or anything, and let it rise to the exhibition's ceiling, resulting in a 
floating cloud-like assembly of private messages covering the exhibition's 
roof. With the playfulness of balloons people are being made aware of the 
ease and sometimes naivety with which they give away their private data in 
the internet.
Due to the balloon's permeable skin its helium is leaking out bit by bit 
so that after a while the balloon falls back down on the ground and thus 
making it reachable to other visitors, a symbolic analogy to the electronic 
Communication Privacy Act which is allowing the observation of cloud-
data older than 6 months.

DANIEL DALFOvO 
Digital Media Design
UdK



EXHIBITION EXHIBITION PHILIPP TÖgEL 
Digital Media Design 

UdK

The process of exhibiting changes the exhibit itself. The object is never 
just there, it is never a finished entity that represents a thought, no 
meanings are directly engraved in it. The object in the artists imagi-
nation it is not the same as the one in his workshop. The work in the 
galery differs from the one in an auction. even though physically the 
same, they can mean utterly different things, depending on the context.  
everyone who is involved in the process of exhibiting the object applies his 
definitory power to it; be it the artist himself, the curator, the blogger, visitor… 
 
in this work i create an exhibit that physically changes through the course 
of the exhibition in the cloud. Thus making visible the different influ-
ences that take part in the making of meaning of a work.



gUIDEPOST

As technology evolves, our world is becoming increasingly personalized. 
Sites like facebook individualize their advertisements based on data describ-
ing the behavior of the user; news aggregators arrange headlines in an or-
der that will more likely result in a “click;” restaurants track and chart cus-
tomer preferences so that when they return, every patrons desires are antic-
ipated and uniquely catered to. 
The experience of consuming art, however, has remained largely un-
altered. enthusiasts still look to galleries, museums, and fairs to 
see the work they want to see, and rarely is their experience mod-
ified, choreographed, or interrupted. With our ever-changing cul-
ture in mind and in the spirit of the mission of Project in the Cloud,  

our piece, gUiDePoSt, “networks” the exhibition together by suggest-
ing a unique position for each gallery visitor to begin his or her experience 
in the space.  
guidepost prompts each guest to choose a keyword describing works in the 
exhibition. Depending on the visitors' choice, the machine suggests five more 
keywords. After a second choice is made, the machine prints a receipt with 
a suggested starting point. The suggestion is accompanied by images and 
a floor plan indicating where the piece is located in the gallery. interaction 
with the machine is optional and does not dictate the gallery-going expe-
rience. rather, the recommendation serves as a way of personalizing each 
visitors experience and drawing the individual in.

DYLAN ENTELIS
Photography

Parsons 

FELIX WOrSECK
Digital Media Design 

UdK



MÄrCHENMAKEr 

Little Story Maker

märCheNmAKer is an exploration in how myths, folklore and history 
are entwined to form cultural narratives. Using a collection of archetypes 
gathered from our personal experiences in Berlin/Kassel as well as monu-
ments of history and fable characters, we have created a set of miniature 
stamps where the public can create their own memorial maps across a gi-
ant papered wall. These stamps are made to resemble antique toys, as a nod 
to germany's manufacturing past. however, they also exist in the digital 
cloud and can be mass produced anywhere in the world as a downloadable 
font and 3D printable sculpture.
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rACHEL LAW 
Design + Technology

Parsons

FrANCA BArONE 
Illustration 

Parsons



ME:MOrIAL 
Remember Yourself

Buildings are commonly declared as memorials without any meaning of 
personal and individual matters. And because people can't identify them-
selves or build up a connection with them, they won't remember any of 
them. This clearly causes the purpose of a memorial to fail. But people's 
desire to remember individual and personal things is growing, when every-
body's memories are vanishing in the flood of the digital reality and a loss 
of analogue personality occurs.
in order to give that desire a lasting satisfaction, i created me:moriAL.
This project shall create remembrance. remembrance of personally impor-
tant things between you and me that doesn't care about governmental re-
strictions. 
With me:moriAL you can transform every object into a representation 
of your most personal memories, stories, emotions or relationships that 
will last forever.
By submitting a me:moriAL application-profile with your story, you 
have the opportunity to generate and receive your individual me:moriAL 
enamel sign, which you can mount to your specified and legal place and this 
way, create your own, very personal memorial.
 http://memorial.iamjohannes.com

JOHANNES gIErSCHNEr
Digital Media Design 

UdK



rIPPLES 
The Architecture of  Memory

it begins in Berlin, and cities just like it. i look around at the architecture 
and see the collection of memories in stone, steel, and glass. generations are 
connected to each other through those structures, and every cycle brings in 
new residents, new memories, and ultimately change the way the building 
looks. The imperial palace is a great example of how memory can be cre-
ated, destroyed and then recreated in a new light. 
Whenever there is an attempt to try and keep tradition, keep with history, 
the fact that its history's inevitable layering, that it cannot go back strikes 
me in a very personal way. New york City is a much more disposable ver-
sion of the european international cities. in 'merica you just throw away 

JUAN PABLO PATIÑO 
Design + Technology 

Parsons

the old and get something new, but let us always be nostalgic for the good 
old days. Days that only existed in our minds. 
riPPLeS is a way to take that process of conscious and unconscious mem-
ories and memory making, and bring it as a part of the exhibition itself. The 
images taken from the gallery are introspective as well as extroverted. The 
only thing that you do know is that the image will change, grow, and evolve. 
each time a new pattern might emerge, with every iteration of the show. 

it is my hope that by then having it exist on the cloud, that then the cloud 
begins to grow and build its own internal architecture, its own memory.



SIgNATUrE PIECE

SigNAtUre PieCe is about the recording and reproducing of sensitive 
motion through the transformation of energy into movement. As a series 
of urban mechanical sculptures the “pieces” would emerge from the “cloud” 
and invade man made modem environments. 
for the purpose of this project i decided to focus solely on one sculpture 
named Signature Piece. A significantly simple device that can reproduce any 

one persons scripted signature on site. Utilizing the iCloud signature piece 
is able to send its DNA anywhere it so chooses, encoding individual signa-
tures into its design as it is produced. 
Using the DNA given exhibitors can produce the machine on site via any 
rapid prototyping method. making the availability of this machine limit-
less and exponential.

ANDrEAS PICKEr 
Digital Media Design 

UdK



STAMP.LAMP
Design with Unique Fingerprint

gASPAr BATTHA 
Digital Media Design

UdK

The basic idea is to design an object, that is more than only an object, it is 
also emotionally bound to it's owner. When thinking about their history, 
we realize objects can recall memories spontaneously. in this case, the point 
is to have this kind of connection predestinated and coded into their phys-
ical form. The person's biological DNA is injected into the design, and to 
do this, fingerprints are used as the main source of input. in this manner, 
the object is inherently connected to it's “creator”. 

most fingerprint identification systems don't look at the pattern of a finger-
print, but more commonly use certain points on the fingerprint for identi-

fication. These points are called minutiae, and their position to each other 
makes them unique. one kind of minutiae are called the bifurcations, mean-
ing that one ridge on a fingerprint is divided into two ridges. These are the 
points that are in this case used to generate the form of the object. 
The design itself and it's generative process is strongly connected to the bi-
furcation minutiae. Using these “dividing” points according to their coor-
dinates, the structure of the lamp is divided at the position of these points. 
This structural design is then pulled into 3 dimensions by a generative al-
gorithm. to make the usage with electronics globally viable, the lamp shade 
is compatible with the basic iKeA cord set.



vANTAgE POINT

in today's world, art and design outgrew their traditional characteristics of 
being visualized on paper and canvas, to be exhibited only in galleries. The 
“cloud”, consisting of social networks and other online platforms, made it 
possible for art and design to enter a whole new sphere with numerous ad-
ditional and partly still undiscovered possibilities to be expressed in a con-
temporary style. Due to the rapid development and enormous spread the 
cloud enjoys, design must adapt and become more flexible. even without 
the actual intervention of the designer, it should be possible for the design 
to adjust flexibly to diverse circumstances given in the specific surroundings.

“Anamorph me” describes a typographic sculpture which only is readable for 
its observer (or beholder?) from a specific angle in the room. The position, 
size and deformation of the sculpture, as well as the field of vision, can be 
completely individualised by modifying the connected parameters. 
Nevertheless, the principal essence of the work of art remains unchanged.
The character of the digital world is reflected by the new possibility to free 
design and art from the dependence of a particular room by providing a cer-
tain set of tools. This enables design to be used independently of location or 
user and to be retrievable through the internet at all times.

KAMIL gArBACz 
Digital Media Design 
UdK



vULNErABLE CONNECTIONS
We Are Not Alone in Our fears

VULNerABLe CoNNeCtioNS is an interactive attempt to normal-
ize vulnerability by connecting everyones doubts and worries; to visualize 
the idea that we're not alone in our fears. 
it all starts with a simple circle shape. There are five different sizes of circles chrono-
logically categorized by age group. There are also 5 “vulnerable” questions that are 
represented as lines on the circle. each line is distributed evenly around the circle.  
 

The questions are:
 how much do you fear the future? 
 how happy are you? 
 how lonely are you?
 how much are you living for yourself?
 how close are you to your childhood dreams?
These questions will be answered on a scale from 1–5 (1 being “not at all” 
and 5 being “plenty”) and the user will physically cut as far into the circle, 
on the lines, as they wish.

When they are finished, they will connect their circles, their fears, their 
doubts, with all the other people and create a colorful amoeba. This or-
ganic shape will grow and show that we're not alone in our vulnerability.

MICHELLE CHO 
Digital Media Design

UdK



THE WOrLD'S BEST SPINTOP MELANIE BOSSErT 
Digital Media Design 

UdK

The main idea of the project is to visualize statistical data not only through 
the shape of an object but also by its behavior. Using data from sources such 
as The World Bank, Who, and CiA amongst others, each top is generated 
out of specific statistical data across several criteria like Political environment, 
health, education, economic Dynamism and Quality of Life. Correlating 
these statistics to an algorithm that generates the structure of each spinning 

top, the data creates a ranking system to categorize the best countries in the 
world, based on structural parameters for the physical stability of the same.
The goal of the top is to spin around itself as long as possible. After shape 
and volume, stability is the most essential factor affecting its movement. This 
principle is translated to an algorithm defining the shape of the spinning top 
and finally its behavior.

best worst



zAKOrA-TEK 
“Bio Simple S12” 

Prototyping is a means to an end, a process of trial and error. A prototype is 
repeatedly redesigned and adjusted, ultimately resulting in a perfect prod-
uct. ŽAKorA-teK'S “Bio SimPLe S12” challenges this notion of the 
prototype. it guarantees a satisfaction that it cannot produce, making it an 
impossible machine. By prototyping something that cannot exist, the pro-
cess is prolonged indefinitely, emphasizing the value in the process rather 
than the product. The “Bio Simple S12” explores the limits of technological 
innovation in regard to the “human condition” and critiques the growing 
demand for quick fixes and instant gratification. employing absurdity and 
humor, this product confronts consumer desire and impatience by promis-
ing a utopian solution for problems technology could never solve. 
The “Bio Simple S12” is not assemblable. it exposes the futility of relying 
on a machine to do the impossible and only those who believe in its power 
will be left frustrated. What the “Bio Simple S12” promises is extraordi-
nary and mysterious. What does it do? if you have to ask, you'll never know, 
but you know you want one. order online now! Some assembly required.

KATE STONE 
Photography
Parsons

24. Fasten pulley wheel (p) to the metal plate (2)
24. Pričvrstite koloturu (p) na metalnu površinu (2)

25. Take the whole structure and carefully place it over T-bar (h)
25. Pridržite cijelu strukturu i pažljivo ju postavite preko poluge (h)

28. Stretch pulley cable (t) to the wooden surface (1).
28. Razvucite kolotursku traku (t) do drvene površine (1).

29. Apply the plate (2) around pulley wheel (p)
29. Primjenite površinu (2) oko koloture (p)

26. Carefully, slide pulley cable (t) over crank while Person 2 screws in the plate 
through the small support bar (c) to the other plate
26. Pažljivo, prikvačite kolotursku traku (t) preko drške dok Osoba 2 uvije 
površinu, kroz malu polugu za pordšku (c), za drugu površinu. 

27. Person 1 should be holding the structure, and large crank gear. Fasten 
around base of crank support pole
27. Osoba 1 treba pridržati strukturu, i veliki zupčanik. Pričvrstite oko baze 
koloture za podršku.
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(a) Base disk
(b) Base disk 
(c) Base support
(d) Trapezoidal obelisk
(e) Central support column
(f) Long mounting screws
(g) Crank support pole
(h) T-bar
(i) Lock nuts
(j) Flat washer
(k) Large crank gear 
(l) Wave shield 
(m) Hex bolt 
(n) Carriage bolt
(o) Balance beam
(p) Pulley wheel 
(q) Small machine screw
(r) Navigation orb
(s) Pulley gear
(t) Pulley cable
(u) Hook
(v) Balance weight 
(w) Navigation rings 
(x) Crank leg 1
(y) Crank leg 2
(z) Crank leg 3
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ŽArKO DUMICIC 
Graphic Design
Parsons



JUSSI ÄNgESLEvÄ
Honorary Professor,  
New media Arts and Design
UdK

Being involved in academia, design industry and conducting his individual experimental work, 
Jussi ängeslevä is focussing on embodied interfaces, experiences and services for the public. 
his work as Vice Creative Director at Art+Com media design studio is consistently yield-
ing international recognition in exhibitions, installations and awards. in parallel he is an hon-
orary professor at the Berlin University of the Art teaching Digital media Design and has been 
serving as a juror, chair or advisor in various academic and design bodies such as D&AD, ArS 
electronica, tei and Siggraph.
his design ethos is leveraging hardware, software, physical and graphic design in the search 
for elegance in highly specific solutions, where the meaning of a work is inseparable from the 
medium communicating it.

FaculTY
ANTHONY AzIz

Associate Professor,  
Fine Arts and Photography 

Parsons

Anthony Aziz, Associate Professor, has been a member of the faculty at Parsons since 2001 and 
is currently the Director of the BfA fine Arts Program. he has been collaborating with his part-
ner Sam Cucher for the past 20 years and they have exhibited their photography, sculpture, and 
video installation works in museums and festivals world-wide, including the Venice Biennale, 
the Biennale de Lyon, the New museum of Contemporary Art in New york, the Neue Nation-
algalerie in Berlin, and the List Visual Art Center at mit, among others.  
Aziz+Cucher recently had a solo exhibition of new video installations at the indianapolis mu-
seum of Art, which was accompanied by a fully illustrated monograph published by hatje Cantz, 
germany.   



NOrA KrUg
Associate Professor,  

BFA Illustration
Parsons

Nora Krug's illustrations appear in publications including The New york times, The guardian 
and le monde Diplomatique, and in anthologies by Simon and Schuster and Chronicle Books. 
She published the graphic novel, red riding hood redux and the silkscreened book, Shadow 
Atlas, and illustrated my Cold Went on Vacation, a children's book. her work was recognized 
by the New york Art Director's Club, American illustration and Print magazine. her graphic 
biographies won two gold medals from the Society of illustrators and were included in hough-
ton mifflin's Best of American Comics and Best of Non-required reading. Krug's animations 
and illustrations were shown at the Sundance film festival, The New york times gallery, gal-
lery 9, Arts electronica and ZKm.

Zhang ga is a media art curator, associate professor at the School of Art, media and technol-
ogy at Parsons The New School for Design (New york), and professor at the Academy of Arts 
and Design, tsinghua University (Beijing). he also holds appointments as consulting curator 
of media art at the National Art museum of China, and senior researcher at the media + De-
sign Lab of ePfL | Swiss federal institute of technology Lausanne, and was a visiting scientist 
at the mit media Lab. 
Among numerous curatorial projects, he was artistic director / curator of Synthetic times: inter-
national New media Art exhibition 2008 (catalogue by the mit Press), a Beijing olympics Cul-
tural Project, and translife: international triennial of New media Art 2011 (catalogue by Liver-
pool University Press), both organized by the National Art museum of China. 
he has been on many jury and consultation committees including the World trade Center Artist 
residency Program, The franklin furnace fund, Prix Ars electronica and ViDA, among others. 
from 2004 to 2006 he organized and curated the first, Second and Third Beijing international 
New media Art exhibitions and Symposiums, extending the global new media art discourse into 
mainland China. he speaks widely on media art and culture around the world. 
in 2010, he founded tASmL, China's first media art lab at the intersection of art, science and 
technology at tsinghua University. Currently, he is overseeing the establishment of the Center 
for media Art at the National Art museum of China.

zHANg gA
Associate Professor,  

MFA Design and Technology
Parsons

MATTHEW KArAU
Lecturer
New Media Arts and Design
UdK

matthew Karau is an electronics engineer from the United States who specializes in designing 
interactive systems.  he is a lecturer at the University of the Arts in Berlin and a guest lecturer 
at New york University in Abu Dhabi.  he has spent much of his career in interdisciplinary re-
search organizations (mit media Lab, media Lab europe, and Distance Lab) and has provided 
engineering and design services for a diverse range of companies.  At present, he works from his 
studio in Berlin.

JOACHIM SAUTEr
Full Professor,  
New Media Arts and Design
UdK

After graduating from the academy of fine arts in Berlin, Joachim Sauter studied at the german 
Academy for film and television, Berlin. Since the early 1980s, he has been working as a me-
dia artist and designer. from the beginning, Joachim Sauter has focussed on digital technologies 
and is experimenting how they can be used to express content, form, and narration. fuelled by 
this interest, he founded Art+Com in 1988 together with other artists, designers, scientists 
and technologists.Their goal was to practically research this new up-and-coming medium in the 
realm of art and design. Until now, he is leading this interdisciplinary group.
in the course of his work he was invited to participate on many exhibitions. Beside others he 
showed his work at Centre Pompidou, Paris, Stejdilik museum, Amsterdam, museum for Con-
temporary Art, Sidney, Deichtorhallen hamburg, Kunsthalle Wien, Venice Biennial, iCC, to-
kyo, getty Center, Los Angeles, mAXXi, rom.
he received several awards like the golden Lion, Cannes, the D&AD Black Pencil, the Ars elec-
tronica interactive Award, the British Academy for film and television interactive Award, ADC 
New york and ADC germany gold, the grand Clio, the red Dot grand Prix, the Designaward 
of the federal republic of gemany and many other national and international awards.
Since 1991 he is full professor for “New media Art and Design” at the University of the Arts 
Berlin and since 2001 adjunct professor at UCLA, Los Angeles.
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Digital Media Design
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MELANIE BOSSErT 
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Digital Media Design
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DYLAN ENTELIS 
Photography 
Parsons

ŽARKO DUMICIC
Graphic Design 
Parsons

JOHANNES gIErSCHNEr 
Digital Media Design
UdK

KAMIL gArBACz 
Digital Media Design
UdK

DANIEL DALFOvO 
Digital Media Design
UdK
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CHrISTINE HOWArD SANDOvAL
Fine Art 
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ANDrEAS PICKEr 
Digital Media Design
UdK

JUAN PABLO PATIÑO 
Design + Technology
Parsons

JESSICA POSNEr 
Fine Art 
Parsons

EUgEN LITWINOW  
Photography 
Parsons

rACHEL LAW 
Design + Technology
Parsons

PHILIPP TÖgEL 
Digital Media Design
UdK

STEPHAN SUNDEr-PLASSMANN 
Digital Media Design
UdK

FELIX WOrSECK
Digital Media Design
UdK

KATrIN WOLF 
Digital Media Design
UdK

KATE STONE
Photography
Parsons

HANNA SENDEr
Communication Design 
Parsons

ELIzABETH CLArE
Design + Technology
Parsons



PArSONS THE NEW SCHOOL FOr DESIgN is a global leader in art 
and design education, with programs that span the disciplines. Parsons 
prepares students to creatively and critically address the complex condi-
tions of contemporary global society. Its curriculum is geared toward syn-
thesizing rigorous craft with cutting-edge theory and research methods, 
and encourages collaborative and individual approaches that cut across 
a wide array of disciplines. The School of Art, Media and Technology at 
Parsons brings together its programs in communication design, design 
and technology, fine arts, illustration, and photography.  
 http://newschool.edu/parsons/amt. 

BErLIN UNIvErSITY OF THE ArTS is one of the biggest, most diver-
sified and traditional universities of the arts world-wide. The teaching of-
fered at the four colleges of Fine Art, Design, Music and Performing Arts 
as well as at the Central Institute of Further Education encompasses the 
full spectrum of the arts and related academic studies in more than 40 
courses. Having the right to confer doctorates and post-doctoral quali-
fications, Berlin University of the Arts is also one of germany’s few art 
colleges with full university status.

Digital Media Design department (Digitale Klasse) looks critically at 
the emerging trends in digital media and culture. Instead of focus-
ing on specific tools, the department's ethos is to question the status 
quo and experiment with possible futures. Mixing programming, elec-
tronics and mechanical systems design to traditional visual communi-
cations skill sets, the resulting works are believable and well-thought-
through works of design and art. Switching the focus every half a 
year, the works question timely topics and propose possible futures.  
 http://digital.udk-berlin.de
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